Infrastructure and PPP in
Central and Eastern Europe

Overview
Infrastructure projects in the CEE are an ongoing lending priority of multilateral financial institutions to reduce the
significant infrastructure deficit. With Public-Private Partnerships being recently introduced across the CEE region,
governments continue to develop and improve their legal frameworks. They recognize that on their own, they will not
be able to provide what is needed.
Dentons’ PPP and infrastructure lawyers are aware that operating in emerging markets means industry risks are even
more prevalent. We work with governments and international institutions helping to mitigate these risks — from
developing legislative frameworks to advising on innovative derivative instruments and insurance.
Infrastructure finance and investment have also changed from being the preserve of project financiers to being a
complex and diverse asset class with a range of participants. Dentons’ top-tier team works with a range of industry
players including private partners, financial institutions of every size, sponsors and multilateral organizations – giving
you perspectives from both sides of the table. We keep our finger on the pulse to offer you current best practice and
local insight.
In Warsaw, you will benefit from a unique, specialized team dedicated to PPP arrangements and public procurement
issues encompassing the energy, transport, health care and utilities sectors. In Bucharest, you will be served with
instant availability and great experience on large greenfield projects. In Istanbul, our lawyers develop the innovative
structures you need to maximize the benefits of cross-border infrastructure work.
At Dentons our priority is to ensure your project success wherever you operate.
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